Progress in understanding the mechanism of sunspots has been reviewed by Waldmeier [1946b] , but the test of all theories of the periodicity must ultimately lie in prediction. The next sunspot-maximum would not itself be decisive, but extrapolation into the past could and should be made. If medieval epochs can be deduced according to any planetary or other theory, they could be compared with those obtained inductively. I have accumulated, as by-products of a collection of meteorological chronologies, a large number of records of auroras and sunspots, which will enable epochs to be determined with fair accuracy.
Many pre-1749 epochs were estimated by Wolf and Fritz, whose results are those generally quoted. Their analysis was however, somewhat uncrkical and was fitted somewhat arbitrarily into an 11-year scheme. They assessed the evidence according to the following order of significance' (A) Sunspots; (B) auroras; (C) hail; and (D) wine harvests.
We now know [compare Brooks, 1934 ] that, at least in Central Europe, from where Fritz secured his data for hail, that thunderstorms and sunspotmaxima are not in phase. The wine-harvest data are related to the hail rather than to the sunspots so that sources (C) and (D) must be discounted as evidence for (A As regards the major trends of solar activities it has been necessary to eliminate "strong" and "weak" periods which are so in virtue merely of In the light of the above information I have prepared • revised chronology of observations of sunspots and auroras up to 1749
The sunspot-period and terrestrial phenovena--Many biological cycles were formerly thought to be linked with sunspots. Elton finds that these, notably one of 9-2/3 years, are very real, and has used them successfully in predicting fur-trade retro'ns. These cycles Elton* shows are related neither to cycles of sunspots nor weather, but are an implicit rhythm in the *In referring to the biological cycle of 9:2/3 years, C. S. Elton reminds me that I have not expressed his view correctly. "The showshoe-hare cycles" he writes, "tend to develop their peaks in the same sequence every time across Canada, and there do not seem to be enough predators or signs of pandemic disease to account for this on (.he Volterra theory. Moreover, species like the muskrat living in the water and unconnected with the snowshoe-rabbit have the same length of cycle. This indicates that some climatic facior probably helps to keep the regional rhythm in step. If an l 1-year period is genuinely present it should be revealed by a sine-form of these eleven sums C,... B. Whichever of these has the greatest value is called "M"; this "M" is our rough and ready definition of the epoch. These processes can be followed more readily by studying Tables  1 and 2 The presence of the 1!-year cycle will, in the present investigation, be assessed from the .consistency of this "epoch" M. Correlation of tree-rings, earthquakes, etc. can be tested by comparison with Table 2 
